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Is He a Thumb Sucker?
Why Not? UI never saw a thumb-sucking baby that wasn't
a good baby,1' says grandma, "and I don't sec any reason why he
shouldn't suck it." Yes, of course, thumb-sucking babies are
good babies; if goodness means simply keeping still and living
an inane, expressionless existence most of their waking hours—
goodness that comes from the preoccupation of mere physical
sensation, goodness that comes, not, from mental development
and interest in surroundings, from developing self-control and
normal processes of inhibition, but from lack of interest, in any-
thing but his physical self and senseless pastime. What does a
thumb-sucking baby care about the things going on about him ?
The fascination of endless sucking enthralls him, stifling all in-
vestigative impulse and outside interest. Hinder his mental de-
velopment? Of course it does; how can it help it, and that just
to the extent that it is permitted and indulged ?
Rather Mental Development. Once a baby has gotten to
the place where nothing but endless amusement will keep him
quiet, there is lessened chance of his attention being held by the
big world around him. And that is just the mistake that we
elders have always made. We have thought that baby must have
some senseless, idiotic thing going on at the end of his nose or
under his chin in order to keep him contented. So we have made
faces and noises at him, jounced and patted him, chucked his
dimples and chin, tickled his ribs, pulled his toes,—entertained
he has had to be by every clownish procedure that ancestral
wisdom could devise. What chance has a baby for mental de-
velopment on such a program—does anybody know? At such
a rate, if baby ever does know anything, it certainly won't be
our fault 1
Must Be Amused. And so, having started such a program,
the only thing baby can do to while away the long hours when
older folks have not time to amuse him, is to amuse himself.
And what more satisfactory way (for the older folks, I mean)
is there than, the quiet method of sucking away at his darling
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